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Dr. and Mrs. E. Kaplan
320 Richland Ave.
Lynhurst
F. J.
Frederick Hecht

Dear Marie and the (plus) family,

I've written once and for pieces no answer, surely someone can write, a few lines. Does something wrong? Is Hilly that angry with me that he won't write? or what?

How much news to
write as I'd only be repeating myself if I wrote —

The only thing new is that I attend a music
moral class — a class
where we learn how
to lead group singings.
I'm one of those chosen
to go from my company
and I surely enjoy it —
I haven't tried my
still on the company as yet but hope to soon — Monday we (the class) sing for the big "shot" and then wait for orders — to try our individual skill —

I'll else now and hoping to hear from you soon  
Sincerely
Dr. + Mrs N. Kaplan
320 Ruth en Ford ln.
Lyn hurst
N.J.
Dear Marie + Nat (plus) family-

I’ve written once +
I’ve receive no answer, surely someone can write, a few lines—.
Is something wrong? Is Hilly that angry with me that he won’t write? Or what?

Not much news to
The only things new is that I attend a music moral class—a class where we learn how to lead group sing ings. I’m one of three choosen to go [[from?]] my company—. And I surely enjoy it—. I haven’t tried my
3. shill on the company as yet but hope to soon—. Monday we (the class) sing for the big “shots” and then wait for orders—, to our individual shill—.

I’ll close now and hoping to hear from you soon

Love
Fred.